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Abstract—An electronic portal image device (EPID) has become a method of patient-specific IMRT dose verification for radiotherapy. Research studies have focused on pre and post-treatment verification, however, there are currently no interventional procedures using EPID dosimetry that measure the dose in real time as a mechanism to ensure that overdoses do not occur and underdoses are detected as soon as is practically possible. As a result, an EPID-based real time dose verification system for dynamic IMRT was developed and was implemented with MATLAB/Simulink. The EPID image acquisition was set to continuous acquisition mode at 1.4 images per second. The system defined the time constraint gap, or execution gap at the image acquisition time, so that every calculation must be completed before the next image capture is completed. In addition, the γ-evaluation method was used for dose comparison, with two types of comparison processes; individual image and cumulative dose comparison monitored. The outputs of the system are the γ-map, the percent of γ1, and mean-γ versus time, all in real time. Two strategies were used to test the system, including an error detection test and a clinical data test. The system can monitor the actual dose delivery compared with the treatment plan data or previous treatment dose delivery that means a radiation therapist is able to switch off the machine when the error is detected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurately verifying delivery of ionizing radiation to therapy patients is primary to achieving maximum treatment efficacy. Electronic portal image devices (EPIDs) have been widely investigated as tools for the verification of patient position and dose measurement because of their useful characteristics such as fast image acquisition, high resolution, and digital format. As a result, a considerable number of research studies have focused on EPID dosimetry over the past approximately 20 years [1]. In addition, EPID dosimetry, has become a method of patient-specific IMRT dose verification for radiotherapy [2].

In general, there are two types of radiotherapy quality assurance (QA) and verification procedures; pre and post-treatment verification. Even though QA can be performed before and after the treatment, unexpected errors could occur during the treatment delivery [3]. For instance, the MLC leaf positions of each segment (control point) could be corrupted [4]. This error is hard to detect with QA procedures because it occurs during transfer of the plan data into the treatment system.

Interestingly, there are currently no interventional procedures using EPID dosimetry that measure the dose in real-time as it is delivered to the patient as a mechanism to ensure that overdoses do not occur and underdoses are detected as soon as is practically possible. In this work, we develop an EPID-based real-time dose verification system for dynamic IMRT by using MATLAB/Simulink (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The γ-evaluation method as a tool for dose comparison was used. The performance of the system was shown by testing with introduced dose errors and clinical data captured by an EPID during an IMRT delivery.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. IMRT delivery and image acquisition

The EPID-based real time verification system must perform within the strict response time constraints imposed by the fast image acquisition. A suitable acquisition mode for dynamic IMRT and IMAT has been investigated [5] and it was found that the continuous acquisition mode in EPID performs well compared with time-resolved ion-chamber measurement. In this work, the continuous mode was thus used for capturing a sequence of images in real-time during radiation delivery. Irradiation was performed using 6 MV beams of a Varian Trilogy linear accelerator (Varian Medical System, Palo Alto, CA) equipped with an a500 EPID with a matrix size of 384X512 pixels. For the testing and simulation, images were acquired using 360 MU irradiations at a nominal dose rate of 600 MU/min in continuous (cine) image acquisition mode with the EPID at 150 cm source-to-detector distance. Image acquisition was controlled by the IAS3 system software.

Within the above configuration, the image acquisition time is approximately 1.4 images per second that means single images were recorded every 0.7 sec. Each image was the average of 5 individual frames. As a result, the system has set a time constraint or execution gap, including read image step, dose comparison step, and output generating step, with no longer than 0.7 sec for each dose comparison. (fig. 1)
B. \textit{\gamma}-evaluation method with filtering

A basic technique of EPID dose comparison, called the \textit{\gamma}-evaluation method, was introduced by Low et al [6]. This \textit{\gamma}-evaluation method is used as a form of dose comparison in a quantitative manner combining dose-difference (DD) and distance-to-agreement (DTA) criteria.

As the \textit{\gamma} value is defined for each reference dose point \(\bar{r}_r\) as

\[
\text{\textit{\gamma} (\bar{r}_r) = \min (\text{\textit{\gamma} (\bar{r}_r, \bar{r}_e), \text{\textit{\gamma} (\bar{r}_e, \bar{r}_r)})}
\]

(1)

where \(\bar{r}_e\) refers to the evaluated dose distributions point. The generalized distance is labeled \(\Gamma\). \(\Gamma\) is the generalized Euclidean distance in the renormalized dose and distance space, where distance and dose axes have been divided by the DTA and DD criteria.

\[
\Gamma(r_{\bar{r}}, r_{\bar{e}}) = \sqrt{\frac{(r_{\bar{r}} - r_{\bar{e}})^2}{\text{DTA}} + \frac{D_{\text{\textit{\gamma}}}(r_{\bar{r}}) - D_{\text{\textit{\gamma}}}(r_{\bar{e}})^2}{\text{NDD}}}
\]

(2)

where \(D_{\text{\textit{\gamma}}}(r_{\bar{r}})\) and \(D_{\text{\textit{\gamma}}}(r_{\bar{e}})\) are the evaluated and the reference dose distribution, respectively. We use two types of comparison processes; individual image and cumulative dose comparison. The individual dose comparison is to calculate the \textit{\gamma} value over the paired reference and evaluated doses correlated in time. In the case of the cumulative comparison the cumulative amount of dose from time 0 to current time T is assessed.

However, the main limitation of the original \textit{\gamma}-concept is the speed of calculation. Many research groups have developed methods for improving the speed. For example, Stock et al [7] implemented a software tool with an intelligent search algorithm for boosting the speed of calculation. Jiang et al [8] introduced the concepts of equivalent dose tolerance, maximum allowed dose difference (MADD) and the normalized dose difference (NDD). Instead of the high computation workload to find the \textit{\gamma} value, MADD is defined as the acceptance region for the pass/fail boundary. In this work, we applied a filter function with a global threshold into a pre-processing step that can eliminate low-intensity (dose) in an image for improved speed.

System Design

MATLAB/Simulink is a widely used software tool for designing and simulating models for control applications. The EPID-based real-time dose verification system is represented with the MATLAB/Simulink tool. The system is then merged with the signal processing block set and video and image processing block set, as shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Designing the EPID-based real-time dose verification model with MATLAB/Simulink

Figure 2 illustrates the model of the system; firstly, the input stage consists of reference data source, evaluated data source, DD and DTA parameters. Secondly, the process stage includes cumulative and individual dose comparison. The output stage displays the \textit{\gamma}-map, percent of \textit{\gamma}<1, and mean-\textit{\gamma} versus time. In addition, a user interface is shown in figure 3.

C. System Testing

To analyse the performance of the system, two strategies for testing were used; Error detection test and Clinical data test. For the Error detection test, errors were artificially introduced into a reference data source which then was used as the evaluated data source. Global dose difference errors (+3\%, +4\%, and +5\%) and noise errors (+3\%, +4\%, and +5\%) were
used. The Clinical data test was simulated by using a prostate case treatment and setting the first treatment image as the reference data source and the second treatment as the evaluated data source. The Error detection test aims to test the individual dose comparison method that can detect the dose error during treatment frame-by-frame. However, the simulation technique with clinical data tests the function of the system with real data and can be used to determine error detection thresholds.

III. RESULTS

An example of the \( \gamma \) map, the percent \( \gamma < 1 \), and mean \( \gamma \) performed during simulation are illustrated in figure 4. In terms of Error detection test, the introduced dose errors were analysed with 3\%, 3mm criteria. In addition, 50 EPID images were analysed using the system. As the system must perform within strict constraints on response time, the speed of processing is a major factor. An Intel 2 Duo core 3GHz with 2GB of Ram was used in this simulation. With regard to speed, 18 images were calculated in approximately 8 sec i.e. a single frame computation used 0.44 sec, which passes the execution gap criteria (figure 1), of less than 0.7 sec.

In figure 4 and figure 5, there were significant correlations between the criteria parameters and the introduced dose difference error. If the percent of dose difference error is greater than DD and DTA parameters, the system clearly detects that error. The system is also robust to noise with errors only detected if the noise level is greater than the criteria parameters.

For the clinical data test, a prostate cancer treatment case was used. Figure 6 shows the multileaf collimator apertures, from dose index = 0 to index = 1 in steps of 0.2, the \( \gamma \)-map of the individual and cumulative dose comparisons, and percent of \( \gamma<1 \) relative, respectively. The frame-by-frame comparison identifies disagreement very early in the treatment but the error varies significantly, while the cumulative comparison is more stable with \( \gamma \) pass below 90\% after 7 frames. This also shows the significant variation in the evaluated image data source with treatment day which will be a limiting factor in error detection.
IV. CONCLUSION

Since a well-publicized treatment delivery error resulting in a patient death [4], real-time dose verification has become a very important issue, in addition to pre and post dose verification QA procedures. The system mainly works for patient protection or detecting the delivery error by comparison of the actual dose delivery captured by EPID with the treatment plan system (real time dose prediction) or the previous treatment data.

Considering the results of our EPID-based real time dose verification with $\gamma$-evaluation tool, the individual dose comparison is more sensitive in detecting an error during the treatment delivery while the cumulative dose comparison is more stable. Moreover, the processing time of each loop must be completed before the next frame is acquired. With our general personal computer, Intel 2 Duo core 3GHz with 2GB of Ram, all calculations met the time constraints requirement, 0.7 sec execution gap. Accordingly, the EPID-based real time dose verification system can monitor the actual dose delivery compared with the treatment plan data or previous treatment dose delivery that means a radiation therapist is able to switch off the machine when the error is detected.

For the future, the development of a feasible clinical application of EPID-based real time dose verification method is essential.
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